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Another view: in highest scoring run, on average 8 of the top 10 shots
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State of the art ?
On small, closed video libraries, content based video search
works well; with metadata and UGC it would be even be{er …
We’re sLll only doing keyframe/image and not video (with
moLon of objects and cameras), and we’re purposely not using
metadata or tags or UGC;
We’re sLll doing shot retrieval, not scene, or clip … that’s the
task;
Feature detecLon accuracy, scale‐up to more features,
relaLonships between features, move away from independent
solo to ontology‐based … need to progress this;
Combining features, keyframe match, text and objects in a
natural and usable way … the learnability of the interface;
Dynamically adjusLng retrieval to the query/video type;
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Challenges …
Not parNcipaNon, not organisaNon, not tasks, not scienNﬁc
rigour, not enthusiasm, not research topics … it’s the data !
NIST cannot legally distribute data which is not 100% © cleared
to do so .. LDC, S&V
We need help with data !
Consequence is that data too irrelevant ?
Too closed shop, not public enough ?
VideOlympics showcase, SummarisaLon workshop at ACM MM
Learnability of systems for non‐experts ?
Most sites used expert searchers … recent paper showed searcher variability
across sites to be a factor … VideOlympics ‘09 uses schoolchildren !
Too US DTO ?
See the list of contributors !
